
Chapter 25 (344-371) 
1*. Chapter 25 resolves the action with Sohrab and Amir returning to San Francisco. Describe 

Sohrab for the first seven months he is in San Francisco. 
2. What does Sohrab say he wants? 
3*. General Taheri is worried about something when he comes to visit. What is it? What is 

Amir's reaction to this? In what way does Amir stand up to the General for the first 
time? 

4*. What significant historical event happens a few months after Amir returns to America? 
- How does this change American's perspective towards Afghans. 

5. Why do Afghans gather at Lake'Elizabeth Park?  
6. With what project does Amir get involved? Why is this signilicant?  
7. What happens at this celebration that makes Sohrab smile?  
8*. What happens as Amir runs the kite for Sohrab? How is this another full circle?  
9*. Do you find the ending a satisfactory conclusion, why or why not?  
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